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I. Vocabulary (8m) 

A) Choose the right answer from a, b or c:    (5 X ½= 2½m) 

 

1. Have you got an ------------------ to Salma's birthday party?  

a- issue            b- invitation    c- windmill  

2. At the beginning of the school year, the teacher asked the new girl to ------------ 

    herself to her friends.  

a- tear   b- earn            c- introduce 

3. The sky is full of black clouds ------------- it is going to rain.  

a- probably     b- quickly       c- aside  

4. Japan is a rich country and its famous for its ---------------- 

a- concert       b- industry      c- dynasty  

5. Nawal is doing some ---------------- exercise at the sport club to reduce her weight.  

          a- useful   b-stormy      c- flexible 

******************************************************************* 

B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:    (5 X ½= 2½m) 

 

{ ruins – golden – relatives –lay –complain –quite } 

 

6. If you go to Failaka island, you can see old ruins. 

7. I am travelling to the Emirates to visit my relatives. 

8. My father bought me a golden watch because I am the first in my class.  

9. Hind always tries to lay the table after dinner. 

10. I can't understand the Arabic lesson because it is quite  difficult.  

 

******************************************************************** 

C) Match the words with their definitions:    (3 X 1= 3m) 

 

11. thermometer:            (13) a person who makes clothes.  

12. astronomy :               (11) an instrument that measures the temperature of the air. 

13. tailor:                        (12) The study of stars and planets. 

                                        ( -  )  Who looks after animals 
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II   Grammar(7M) 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b and c: 4x1=4m) 

 

1- Giorgio Armani , a fashion designer was born -------11
th

 July   , 1936 

a) to                         b) in                               c) on 

  

2- If you don't eat healthy food , you -------- be fit   . 

a) won't                   b) wouldn't                 c) must 

 

3- Sami will be ready soon , --------- he won't come with us   

a) so                                                b)but                          c) and  

  

4- Sara ------------------- to buy a new dress  this afternoon. 

a) goes                                                b) went                       c) is going  

 

B) Do as required between brackets: (3X1=3M) 

 

5- Reem kept the ring in the  box .( make negative )  

Reem didn't keep the ring in the box.  

6-  My brother spent his weekend playing karate at the club .    ( ask a question ) 

How did your brother spend his weekend?/ Where did your brother spend his 

weekend?   

7- The robot will ( help ) us in the future   ( correct the verb )u 12 .p .88 inf.  

The robot will help us in the future . 

III   Function (10M) 

A) Match each utterance in (A) to the suitable response in( B)( 5x1=5) 
  

1-I'd like to see  a historical site in Kuwait           ( 2  ) that's true  
 

2-An ancient Greek invented the hour glass        ( 5 ) that's  impossible. 

   

3- Alia put the scissors in her hand bag.                    (  4  ) it's better to sleep early  

 

4- Sara stays up late every day .                               (  3 ) it's dangerous and not allowed 

  

5-  I can travel without a passport                     ( 1 ) you can visit Failaka Island. 

 

                                                                          (    ) chew sweets during take- of 
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C) Write down what you would say in the following situations( 3x1=3) 

8- Your friend walks on the flower beds .  

 You mustn't walk on the flower beds .Don't walk on the flower beds …. 

 

9-There  are a lot of empty plastic bottles in the kitchen.  

Why don't you take them for the recycle centre? Keep them aside for recycling.  

You can clean them and put water in them  . 

 

10- Ahmad watches too much TV. 

 I advise you to play sports instead . It's better to talk to your family or your friends . 

That's bad for your eyes . you shouldn't watch too much TV….  
 

IV – Set book questions( 10M) 

 

 a) Answer only Five questions of the following questions :( 5x2= 10)  

1- Who invented the World Wide Web?  

  The English computer programmer , Tim Berners Lee . 

 

2- What does medieval mean ?  

It means the "Middle Ages " between 500 AD. 5000AD . 

  

3- Why is the pilot's work important ?  

a- Because he has to make decisions very quickly . 

b- He takes care of the safety of thousands of people 

  

4-How do you usually spend your free time?  

 I usually spend my free time playing computer games / surfing the net / reading 

stories ….etc. 

 

5- Mention two renewable sources of energy . 

a- the sun           b- the wind              

  

6-  How can we save the environment ? 

a- By recycling    b- By setting laws to stop cutting down forests 
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7- How  will   life be different    in the future ?    

Robots will be everywhere ,we will read from the E-books and shopping will be 

done through the internet 

 

 انتهت الأسئلة
 

 
 


